creating citizens for the future: compassionate, curious and strong.

Respect

Responsibility

Kindness

Growth

Dear Parents and Carers,
Thank you to everyone who came along to last week’s Meet and Greet interviews. We were thrilled to have
so many families attend and share important information to set up some learning goals. This allowed us to
get to know each other a little more and to continue to build on our strong home-school partnerships
benefiting our students.

We have been getting a few phone calls from families asking about the school’s response to the evolving
coronavirus situation. Please be assured the Department of Education and Training is providing regular
updates to schools and we are following all recommendations and advice.
The Commonwealth Government has updated travel restrictions this week.
The extension to existing travel restrictions now applies to visitors from Republic of Korea, Iran and
mainland China. Visitors who are not Australian citizens or permanent residents, or their dependants, will
not be allowed entry into Australia.
The Commonwealth Government has also advised that visitors from Italy will also be subject to enhanced
health screening and temperature testing arrangements.
Some of our students and families may be affected by the travel advice, and we encourage you to support
each other.

Everyone can protect against infections by practising good hand and respiratory hygiene.
Here are some tips that we are teaching/reminding our children of and that we can all follow:
1. Cover your mouth and nose when coughing and sneezing with a tissue, or cough into your elbow.
2. Dispose of the tissue into a bin and then wash your hands afterwards.
3. Wash your hands regularly using soap and water, including after using the toilet, and before eating.
Please refer to the Department’s coronavirus web page for the latest advice and information.
The Department of Health and Human Services has information for the public about novel coronavirus on
the website below:
https://www.dhhs.vic.gov.au/victorian-public-coronavirus-disease-covid-19
Prep Nursing Forms: This week is the final week for you to fill in and return your nursing forms so that your
Prep child can access their free screening through the Department of Education nursing program. This can
involve a hearing test, vision test, language screener and other observations to support your child. This
screenings will only occur if we have received your form. Please return it by Friday 13 th March at the latest.
Thank you.
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EXTRA CURRICULAR—Cancellations
Unfortunately we have had to make the difficult decision to postpone a number of planned extra
curricular activities


Harmony Day (and our pizza lunch) will be celebrated in term two. We will advise families of the
new date asap.



The Chess Tournament in Ballart planned for next Friday – March 20th has been cancelled.



Grade 5/6 Robotics has been cancelled.

We thank families for their understanding and support.
Grounds and Facilities
We have had a new gaga pit installed, providing another place for children to play.
We have also had additional concerting and seating installed around the netball courts.

A new playground has been ordered and should arrive early next term. As soon as it arrives it will be
installed at the end of the netball courts (near the gag pit) and a shade sail will also be put in. This
playground will be for the senior children and we will be looking at installing another playground for
the younger children.
The building works are nearly completed and most of the temporary fencing has come down. We are
aware of a very wet and muddy part of our yard, and are currently working with the Victorian Building
Authority about possible solutions, as this will only get muddier during winter. Once all of the fencing
has come down, we will look at additional works, such as landscaping and gardening and additional
concrete to make our yard more ‘user friendly’. We will keep you updated with the progress.

Thank you to all of our parents who nominated for School Council and for those who voted. We are
pleased to introduce the 2020 Tarneit Rise Primary School Council
Nadia Bettio
Sarah Narres
Naomi Cash
Faith Jere
Hanan Kahil
Jacky Rambridge
Lakshman Singh
Shiri Robson
School Council has the option of electing two community members (one year positions) so the council
may increase in size throughout the year.
Have a great weekend
Nadia, Missy and Sarah
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Term One Dates 2020
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It has been a very busy start to full time school for our Preps! We have been learning about…
Literacy - Preps have been working hard on their letter sounds and letter formation. Letter formation is
a big focus for our writing lessons. If you are practicing at home, letters we have noticed students
having trouble with are:

Numeracy - We are learning to recognise, order, represent and write numbers as well as counting
backwards and forwards. If you are practicing at home, it is a good idea to practice counting from any
starting point (e.g. counting to 20, but starting from 8)
Respectful relationships - This year, TRPS is implementing the Respectful relationships program. This
program helps students develop the skills to form and maintain healthy, respectful relationships with
those around them (including adults) and also aims to further develop their emotional intelligence and
self-awareness. Students participate in a 1 hour Respectful Relationships lesson per week.
Bravehearts - Last week, we attended the Bravehearts incursion and got to meet Ditto and the team.
Bravehearts taught us about personal privacy, how to recognise yes and no feelings
and what parts of our body are just for us to see. Ditto also taught us how to keep
ourselves safe and where we can seek help from if we need to. The Preps had a
fantastic time!

Reminders
Please ensure you are reading with your child EVERY NIGHT. It makes such a huge impact on their
future reading and comprehension skills. When you read a story together, please ensure you
note down the title of the book and the date in the yellow reading journal.
Sip and Crunch. Sip and Crunch (fruit snack) needs to be cut up, in a container. The idea of this is to
not interrupt learning time, therefore it is not ideal for students to have to peel or retrieve
their snack from their bags.
Term 1 is almost over! We cannot believe how much the Preps are growing already! Thank you to all
our families and carers for your continued support.
PLC Prep
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In Grade 1 we have been learning all about recounts in our reading and writing. A recount is a text that is
about an event that has already happened, it has an orientation, events in chronological order and a
conclusion. We have been enjoying our language experiences to help us write recounts. This week we
completed an obstacle course outside. It was quiet challenging and we had to be persistent and keep going
to get past the obstacles. Grade 1s also had a visit from Bravehearts the students really enjoyed meeting
Ditto the Lion. It has been such a fun and busy week and we all are really enjoying our learning.

PLC 1
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The year has started well for the Grade 2 classes with our learning being done at a fast pace.
It was so good to see all of you last week at our Meet and Great day and we are looking forward to
working on partnership with you to help all of our children grow!
In our reading we are looking at how to retell a story we have heard or read, with the words first, next,
then and finally helping us to organise our thoughts to get the important details of the story.
For maths we have just finished looking at place value and are now turning our attention to shapes, first
2D shapes and then we will move to 3D shapes. We will examine the world around us as it is made up
of shapes everywhere we look! This will be a fun hands on look at the world.
In writing we have been learning to write an introduction to a recount of events that have already
happened. After writing our introductions we will move to the middles which will give our readers the
details of the events that have occurred. It is fun to look back at things that have already happened and
to tell the things that we have done!
In our history lessons we are looking at the significance of place in our local community including
identifying and naming the local services that are in our area, Tarneit and how they help us to stay safe
and healthy.
We have started the learning year very well in Grade 2, so keep up the good work and don’t forget to
read with the children every night!
PLC 2
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What a great week of learning we have had in Grade 3! This week we have been discovering the wonderful world of narrative
writing and have immersed ourselves in the genre by reading many different types of narratives. Students have begun learning
about the importance of adjectives when writing a narrative and have been busy writing eye catching story starters for their
chosen audiences. They have also been learning how to structure their narratives, making sure that they include an orientation
(beginning), problem (middle) and solution (end) when writing this particular genre. It has been amazing to see the students
become fully engaged and involved in the narrative writing process and we cannot wait to read their creative stories, as they
continue to grow through this learning process.
In numeracy this week the students have been continuing to learn their place value, so that they can understand, partition and
rearrange numbers to at least 10 000. They have been working hard and having fun at the same time to really engage
themselves in the topic.
Students have also kicked off their history lessons with some exciting activities to represent past historical events in Australian
history and have actively contributed to class discussions.
Just a reminder that our first incursion of the year is coming in week 9 of term one. If you have not paid your excursion payment
for the year please kindly do so at the office in order for your child to attend.
The team would also like to thank all of the parents and carers who attended the Meet and Greet last Friday! It was fantastic to
see and meet you all, as we work together to create a welcoming whole school community.
PLC 3
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The Grade 4 teachers would like to send a sincere thank you to parents and guardians who came for the Meet & Greet
session in Week 6. It was great to see so many in attendance.
The focus on Narrative Writing has been great across the Grade 4 classrooms. The students have been learning about
this text type and its features. They have been going into depth about planning characters, settings and the use of
various language features learnt in poetry. The descriptive writing in their stories have been showing great growth,
including carrying over their learning from poetry.
In the next fortnight in math, we will be learning about Location and Transformation. This will cover concepts such as
maps (directions and locations) as well as symmetry of objects. It will allow the students to make connections to things
within their environment as we explore the Mathematical concepts relating to these. Some of the maps we will look at
will include local and broader maps such as maps of Australia and the Werribee Zoo.
In reading, we have been focusing on making sure we are understanding what we are reading through the emphasis of
following our inner voice and thoughts as we read. The students have been making great contributions to anchor charts
that will guide them to stay focused in their reading and make sure they are gaining meaning from the various texts they
read. Students have also been able to talk about the purpose to the book they are reading, which is providing them with
high levels of interest and meaningful opportunities to read something matching their desired purpose.
In our Humanities unit, we are starting to look at the identities of students, We will be looking at what groups and
cultures we belong to both inside and outside of school in the community. We will be celebrating the diversity of this
and sharing who we are as people with some fun and celebratory activities, including on Harmony Day, term two.
Well done to all of the Grade 4 students for their hard work and great learning over the last two weeks.
PLC 4
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Wow! The term is flying by and the students have been so engaged in their learning.
In Reading, students have been working on conveying meaning and identifying figurative language such as metaphors,
similes and personification so we can make a greater connection to the author’s ideas and key concepts. We have
been identifying this language through analysing specific poems and texts. Just reminder that all students are required
to read independently at home on each week night and ensure that their reading logs are brought in on a weekly basis
to be checked by the classroom teacher.
In Writing, students have been making the connection with Reading and focusing on creating descriptive pieces using
similes, metaphors and personification. Students have also had the opportunity to create poems for a selected topic.
In Mathematics, we have continued to learn about ‘place value’ and look at key concepts such as identifying factors,
multiples and prime numbers. Students have consolidated their skills through a variety or rich learning tasks and
discussions.
We have continued to learn about Australian Colonies in History and the impact the industrial revolution made on the
colonisation of Australia. In Respectful Relationships students have discussed which emotions can occur within a
particular scenario.
Friday mornings have continued with students working on their skills and techniques in their chosen sport. We look
forward to students participating in the upcoming ‘Gala Day’ which will be happening next week. The sports are as
follows Cricket, Tee-Ball, Hot Shots Tennis, Basketball and Volley Stars.
Some Reminders
Sport Gala Day (18th March) – Students will be participating in their chosen sport on this day. Please ensure that they
have their sport uniform, hat, water bottle and packed lunch and snack.
Team Building Incursion (26th March) – This incursion will see students participate in team building activities.
PLC 5/6
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Telling a story with our faces, voices and bodies!
Foundation, Grade 1 and Grade 2 students used
improvised dramatic play as a way of expressing
and experimenting with different facial expression
and body movements to stay in character in front
of an audience. Students are also learning how
to be a good audience: silent, still and supportive!

Grade 3 and Grade 4 students have been
building their performing stamina by maintaining
their character for an entire performance.
They have been improvising different
dramatic scenarios with a beginning, problem
and a
solution. Students have been building their
collaborative and problem solving skills by
organising and presenting a story to an
audience.

Grade 5 and Grade 6 students have also been
working on effectively portraying a character in a
dramatic play. They have begun working on
reading and acting out short scripted plays and
are learning how to create their own drama using
voice, movement and stage direction.
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We have been rehearsing for our performance for Harmony Day Assembly in term two. Here are some photos of our beautiful choir members
this week:
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Throughout Terms 1 & 2, I will be working with two groups of Grade 1 and 2 students to create
some amazing dances! These dances will be performed towards the end of Term 2 and there
will be an announcement about this.
Dance Club is completely full so unfortunately I am not able to sign up anybody else.
I will put up a Compass post at the end of Term 2 for Grade 3-6 Dance Club as this won’t
begin until Term 3.
I work Tuesday to Thursday in Room 54, so if you have any questions, please contact me via my
email below.
Thanks!
Miss R.
robertson.teyha.s@edumail.vic.gov.au

We at Tarneit Rise got on our bikes and participated in the National Ride2School Day this year!
It was a great excuse for all students, their families and some enthusiastic staff to leave the car
at home and ride, scoot, skate or even walk to school. We thank all families for giving it a go
and promoting the many benefits of healthy travel.
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Dear families and carers,
Harmony Day Celebrations will be moving to term 2, at a date yet to be
decided. We celebrate Harmony Day so we can recognise our differences as
well as celebrate them together as a community. Harmony Day celebrates the
multiculturalism in Australia. It is about including everyone, being respectful of
different cultures and recognising that we all belong in Australia regardless of
our cultural or language background.
What to wear
On this day students are invited to wear their cultural dress or the colour orange as orange signifies social communication and meaningful conversations.
It also relates to the freedom of ideas and encouragement of mutual respect.
Students will spend the day participating in a variety of activities to celebrate
Harmony Day and the Tarneit Rise community.
Harmony Day assembly
Families are invited to attend our Harmony Day assembly in term two, we will
advise families of the new date asap . Wearing their own cultural dress.
During this assembly there will be cultural performances and songs from
teachers and students. It will also be a great opportunity to come together as
a community to celebrate our multiculturalism.
Pizza Lunch
Harmony Day will be made more exciting with our Pizza Lunch! If you would
like your child to have pizza on Harmony Day, please ensure that you have
given your order to the office by 9am next Friday March 20.
Helpers Needed
We will also looking for some amazing parent/guardian/carer volunteers to
help us on the day from 12.15pm onwards. Our helpers will sort the pizza orders and deliver them to the classrooms. If you might be available to assist
us, please see the front office to provide your name and details.
We look forward to celebrating Harmony Day next term with our students and
community!
Kind regards,
The Harmony Day Planning Committee
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Wominjeka!
The creativity continues. Everyone has been experimenting with different mediums and many of the
elements of art. Most classes have now completed their first major work, their self-portraits.
Prep artists were given mirrors and a template of a face and neck. They drew in their features and used
rainbow colours to paint across their self-portraits.

The artists in grades one and two have mostly completed their monochromatic self-portraits. They used
mirrors to draw themselves then used different values to show shading in one colour. The grade ones
worked on primary colours, the grade twos on secondary colours.
The artists in grades three and four are still completing their Sandra Silberzveig inspired self-portraits as
they learn about the colour wheel and complementary colours, showing their knowledge in their artwork.
Our grades five and six artists have completed the symbols over their self-portraits and are now using
movement in the same way that the local Melbourne artist Theblackmath has used movement in his. They
are set to finish this week.
A huge thank you to all of the artists and families who came to meet with me on Friday. I very much
enjoyed being able to present the amazing work all the artists at Tarneit Rise. Stay tuned for an art show
towards the end of the year.

Ms. Popczyk
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Prep - 2
Our Prep children have been learning about how animals, such as ducks,
birds, caterpillars and frogs, eat food. To further engage our Prep children in
this area of Ecology, the STEM team arranged for Ecolinc to come to TRPS to
deliver the incursion, Frogs Up Close. During the incursion, our children had
the opportunity to learn more about the life stages of frogs, what they eat,
how they eat, and to see (and touch) live frogs and tadpoles.

Grade 1 children have been continuing their learning of Physics by using push and pulls to play with everyday objects and toys and Grade 2 children have been learning about the weather in their Earth Science unit.

Grade 3 - 6
Having finished exploring forces, Grade 3 children are learning about heat, conductors and insulators. Grade 4
children have started exploring Earth Science by investigating weathering and erosion and how they impact on
our landscape. In their Chemistry unit, Grade 5/6 children have been learning about matter, how it can change
state and chemical reactions that occur in everyday life.
STEM Club
STEM club is proving popular with our Grade 3/4 children! Last week we made mini self-sustaining terrariums
(‘biospheres’), which we will display at TRPS. Two more weeks of exciting STEM challenges to come!
STEM club will be running for Grade 5/6 children in Term 2. If you are interested, be sure to let one of the STEM
teachers know so we can send you a Compass Invitation.
STEM team
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Screen Time (helpful hint)
Guided Access
This allows you to set restrictions on Apple devices. You can restrict access to apps and set time constraints too. Just click this link
for a guide on how to set this up. https://support.apple.com/en-au/HT202612

Fortnite
Responses from the survey indicated that you would like more information about Fortnite. Here is a quick infographic about the
game, as well as a link to some more detailed information for you. https://www.commonsensemedia.org/blog/as-fortnite-blowsup-parents-need-to-up-their-game

Survey
We want to give you access to the information you are looking for. What would you like to see more information about? We have
a Google Form set up for you to let us know what you want. Select from a list or just type in what you a looking for, then stay
tuned.
Just click on this cool purple icon to have your say.
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2020 School fees
2020 school fees are now due and are payable at the office by cash or card until 28th February. If you have a valid
healthcare/pension card and have not yet filled in the CSEF application form this also must be completed ASAP in
order to receive the camp, sports & excursion payment of $125.00.
If you are experiencing financial difficulty please contact the office to arrange a payment plan.
COMPASS login
Every family should have received a login to Compass. To access the parent portal go to our website and click the
Compass link on the homepage. Please see the office if you haven’t received your details.
Student absence
If your child is absent an explanation must be provided to the school. There are a few options for providing this
information;
Call the school on 7002 6580 and press option 2 to leave a message. Clearly state your child’s name, class and
reason for absence.
Email: tarneit.rise.ps@edumail.vic.gov.au
Late arrivals
School starts at 8:45 am and at Tarneit Rise we believe Every Minute Counts. The gates will be locked from 8:45am
(this is to ensure the safety of every student.). If your child arrives at school after 8:45 they must receive a late
pass from the office. This will ensure their attendance is correctly entered.
Returning notes and permissions
Notes that get sent home with your child via the classroom need to be returned by your child via the classroom.
Teachers need to keep track of the notes being returned and this also builds independence and responsibility in
your child. Therefore we will no longer be accepting notes at the office.
Notes with money must be returned in an envelope or zip lock bag with your child’s full name and class clearly
written on the front. We do not keep cash in the office therefore no change can be provided so please always
include the correct amount.
Hot Lunches
Please ensure your child always has their lunch and snacks provided in their bags before school. We cannot accept
hot food or take-away meals at the office. If you would like your child to have hot food then please use a thermal
container so it can stay warm until lunchtime. Please ensure you are packing spoons and forks if required for your
child’s food.
Sickbay
We highly recommend that all children have a spare pair for clothing kept in their bags in case of toileting
accidents at school. We also suggest packing a pair of black tracksuit pants, socks and underwear.
We would like to remind families that the Department of Education and Training does not provide personal
accident insurance or ambulance cover for students. We highly recommend that families have their own
Ambulance coverage/insurance, and please ensure that we have up to date details at the front office in case of an
emergency.
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Wednesday 12 February 2020

Dear Families,
In week 9, we are running our first Volunteers Course for the year.
The Volunteers Course is for our parents, carers, grandparents, aunties, uncles, and other members of our
wider school community, who would like to volunteer their time to help at our school in a variety of different ways e.g. supporting student learning in the classroom, going on excursions, assisting in the library.
The course is designed for those who have not already completed the course. If you completed the course
in 2018 or 2019, you do not need to attend.
The course will equip participants with the skills and knowledge to assist teachers and students in reading,
writing and mathematics lessons through practical tasks, and the role of volunteers when on excursions,
helping in the Library, and assisting with whole school events. We will also discuss the process for volunteering at Tarneit Rise Primary School. There will be many opportunities for participants to ask questions
relating to the work of a volunteer at our school.
The session will be approximately 2 hours in duration, and will run between 9:00am and 11:00am on
Wednesday 25 March, 2020 in the Staffroom. If you care for children who are not yet at school, we ask that
they do not accompany you to the course, so please arrange care for them.
If you would like to participate, please return the slip below to Reception or via your child’s classroom
teacher no later than Wednesday 18 March, 2020.

We will be contacting all those who return their slip via email, prior to the course, so please ensure you
complete the slip and return it by the due date.
If you are unable to attend, we will be hosting another Volunteers Course in Term 3.
With thanks,
Lauren Avdyl & Alana Stathoulis
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Volunteer Course Expression of Interest
I would like to participate in the Volunteer Course on Wednesday 25th March from 9:00 am – 11:00 am.
Name of participant: __________________________________________________
Contact phone number: ________________________________________________
Email: ______________________________________________________________
Child/ren’s names and grades: ___________________________________
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Hi everyone,
This is Yug and Chitman here, your School Captains. We would love to introduce ourselves and tell you a little bit about
us.

Get to know the Captains!
Name: Yug Patel
Age: 11
Class: 5/6C with Mr Garcia
House: Porter (Yellow)
Favourite Sport: Cricket
Favourite Food: Pizza
Favourite Book: The Harry Potter series
Favourite thing to do outside of school: Going to the park and playing Fortnite with my friends.
What I am most excited about: to do fund raisers to help people to work with the leadership team this year and to be
school captain.

Name: Chitman Bhullar
Age: 10
Class: 5/6B with Mrs Teague & Miss Smith
House: Porter (Yellow)
Favourite Sport: Netball
Favourite Food: Ice cream
Favourite Book: The Harry Potter series
Favourite thing to do outside of school: Watching Netflix (especially Christmas Movie – I love The Princess Switch)
What I am most excited about: Getting to know the school community and working on fundraising projects!
This week, the School Captains, Vice Captains, House Captains and the new Junior School Counsellors all met together
for the very first time to discuss our responsibilities for the year!
We are very excited to share what we are doing in the next few weeks!
Keep reading this section and have a wonderful weekend!
From,
Yug and Chitman!
Tarneit Rise Primary School Captains
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MSL spelling rule of the week…
Did you know there is a spelling rule for when to use c or k at the
start of a word?

If the /k/ sound is followed by a, o, u or a consonant then we use c
If the /k/ sound is followed by e, i, or y then we use k

Test your knowledge J
Can you explain why these words start with c?

cup,

cookie, camp
Why do these words start with k?
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kite, kettle, kit
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